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CULTURE- VOLUNTEERING 

One of our biotechnology partners on the East Coast
reached out to Elizabeth Epley, VP, Operations to highlight
the hard work done by our CCS on site team. We are
incredibly proud of Bernard H. , Yenni M. , and Dwayne B.
for the recognition. This is a great accomplishment of
notable dedication and service for our partners, thank you
team! 

"Our staff has knocked it out of the park from day one with the janitorial and
GMP services at this site that runs seven days a week. Our teams have kept
pace and exceeded expectations, so much so that this customer is continuously
expanding the program and requested services."

                                                - Elizabeth Epley, VP, Operations, East & Central Regions 

Partner Highlight- Kudos

Continued

Due to the changing realities of today's work environment, ensuring employees and partners are kept up to date with the latest information is more
important than ever before. CCS is releasing monthly briefs, "CCS Connect", to our partners to ensure they know how CCS is handling highly
specialized situations with our process and what our plans are to ensure proper execution of services. If you would like to stay connected with CCS
and our updates, please visit our website for more information! You can also subscribe for CCS emails. Thank you for being a valued partner of CCS.

CCS CONNECT

The GET team and Robert Schiller, Chief Marketing
Officer, spent time at Project C.U.R.E recently, where
they sorted, boxed, and repackaged donated medical
supplies sent to third-world countries in need. This is
the second time the GET (Growth and Expansion Team)
has volunteered with Project C.U.R.E. and we hope to
continue our work with them in the future. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

"We enjoy working with this organization because a
handful of the supplies we sort come from facilities
 that CCS services daily. It's rewarding to see the items
sent to countries that need them." - Spencer McNett,
Business Development Analyst.  
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From left to right: Bernard Hood, Yenni Montiel, and Dwayne Brown. 
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